
Product VALUE II fold down grab bar, 33.5'', incl. control panel for TL3/TL4

Item number R1183000

VVS:615892300

NRF:6191061

EAN:5708590373034

HMI: 138210

Color White

Product description VALUE and VALUE II fold down grab bars with the ALBA wing mounting profile are
specifically designed for use with SELECT TL3 and TL4 toilet lifters.
The height adjustment of the toilet lifter is done only with the control panel on the fold
down grab bar.

VALUE II fold down grab bar, incl. control panel for TL3/TL4 toilet lifter, 33.5'',
foldable, height adjustable 5.9'' without the use of tools (left hand operated).
Provides firm support when sitting, standing, or transferring to and from a toilet.
Materials: Rilsan-coated steel and diecast aluminum.
For fitting to TL3/TL4 electrical toilet lifter, ALBA wing mounting profile included. For
mounting on user's right side.

Adjustability Height adjustable

Adjustment height 5,91 inch

Product capacity Maximum load: 265 lbs

Materials The fold down grab bar is manufactured from steel with a Rilsan coating, which is
comfortable to the touch, easy to clean, and protects the metal against corrosion. The
ALBA wing mounting profile is made from diecast aluminium.

Warranty Pressalit makes a commitment to remedy material and manufacturing defects for a
period of five years from the invoicing date.
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Cleaning
This product should be cleaned with hot water or a mild cleaning solution.
Do not use corrosive or abrasive cleaners as it may result in the surface being
damaged.
For surface disinfection, chlorine-based disinfectants may be used according to the
product specification and safety precautions for these products.

The following cleaning agents have been tested by Pressalit and may be used, as
long as they are diluted according to the instructions on the container.

DISINFECTANTS:
Clinimax Difficil-S
Erisan OXY+
Sprit (husholdningssprit)
Suma Bac D10
Virkon
Rodalon Desinfektionsspray
Lysoformin Spezial
CaviCide
Sufanios Premium
Tvättsprit 70%
WipeClean UniversalCleaning
Chrolorine Disinfection Wipes
Klorilli (Kiilto Clean)

NON-DISINFECTANTS:
Suma Star free D1
Taski 100
Taski 200
Milizid Citro

The product must be wiped down with a soft rag wrung out in clear water immediately
after cleaning, as some materials may otherwise be discolored and stained, and the
surface coating may deteriorate.
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